Effect of chloride substitution on interfacial charge transfer processes in MAPbI$_3$ perovskite thin film solar cells: planar versus mesoporous†
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For photovoltaic devices based on hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite thin films, the cell architecture is a vital parameter in defining the macroscopic performance. However, the understanding of the correlation between architecture and carrier dynamics in perovskite thin films has remained elusive. In this work, we utilize concerted materials characterization and optical measurements to investigate the role of chloride addition in PSC devices with two different architectures. Perovskite thin films, prepared with varying ratios of methylammonium halide MACl : MAI (0 : 1, 0.5 : 1, 1 : 1, and 2 : 1), were coated on either planar or mesoporous TiO$_2$/FTO substrates. X-ray diffraction analysis reveals that with increasing the ratio of the Cl$^-$ precursor, there is an increasing preferential directional growth of the perovskite film in both configurations. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy was applied to investigate the electron injection dynamics from the photoexcited perovskites to the TiO$_2$. It is found that the interfacial electron injection rate from perovskite to planar TiO$_2$ is accelerated with increasing Cl$^-$ content, which explains the increased power conversion efficiencies using Cl$^-$-modified perovskites as photoactive materials. In contrast, Cl$^-$ addition demonstrate no discernable influence on electron injection to mesoporous TiO$_2$, suggesting the interfacial charge recombination rather than electron injection give rise to the improved performance observed in the mesoporous configuration. The results presented here, provide a deeper understanding of the mechanism of chloride addition to MAPbI$_3$ solar cells with different architectures.

Introduction

Over the last decade, hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite solar cells (PSC) have attracted tremendous research interest owing to their fascinating properties such as high power conversion efficiencies (PCE), low fabrication cost, ease of preparation, etc. To date, the highest device efficiency of PSCs has reached over 23%, indicating their outstanding potential for future commercialization.$^{1,2}$ Considerable research efforts have been devoted to optimizing the efficiencies of PSCs by varying the architecture,$^3$ deposition methods,$^4$ precursor compositions,$^5-7$ partial substitution of the A, B, and/or X-sites$^8-9$ and the charge carrier extraction materials.$^{10-12}$ to name a few. However, the fundamental photo-physical mechanism of working PSC devices, in particular the charge carrier separation, transport and recombination, is still a point of contention at present. Consequently, it is of great importance to clarify the carrier separation and recombination dynamics within PSCs for increasing their light-to-energy conversion efficiency.

One promising approach to increase the PCE is the addition of chloride, in the form of PbCl$_2$ or CH$_3$NH$_3$Cl (MACl), to the perovskite precursor solution.$^{13,14}$ With chloride substitution, mixed perovskites have shown extended charge carrier diffusion lengths, surface passivation, and improved crystallinity.$^{15,16}$ However, there are contending viewpoints in the literature on the role of chloride substitution in PSC thin films. In earlier work, it was reported that although a chloride source was added in the original precursor solution, no chloride was detected in the final annealed film.$^{17,18}$ Using more sensitive techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and photothermally induced resonance, there have been multiple reports about the presence of chloride within such perovskite films.$^{19-23}$ Despite this extensive work, it is not clear as to whether these chloride ions are substituting for iodide, are interstitially added, or if they accumulate at grain boundaries. One hypothesis has been that Cl$^-$ is situated at the interface between the
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perovskite and the TiO$_2$ electron acceptor layer, which is known to be an effective route to improve the electron injection efficiencies.$^{23-26}$ It has also been theoretically shown that the presence of Cl$^-$ diminishes inelastic electron–phonon coupling between the lowest energy electron and hole states which helps to reduce nonradiative losses.$^{27}$ Chen et al. reported that the charge injection rate is higher when a mixed-halide perovskite is coated on PCBM in the planar architecture compared to the rate using pristine perovskite.$^{28}$ However, for mesoporous PSC devices, a clear understanding of the impact of Cl addition on the charge carrier separation dynamics remains elusive, thus far.

It is well-established that the architecture of PSCs plays a decisive role in determining the performance of the perovskite device. Structural differences lead to changes in both the electronic and optical properties of the perovskites and in turn affect device performance. It has been shown that the structure can alter optical properties, carrier mobility, and grain size.$^{29,30}$ To date, there are a handful of studies about the charge transfer dynamics in PSC devices with planar and mesoscopic morphologies.$^{31-34}$ Despite such great efforts, the correlation between architecture and mixed perovskite has largely remained unexplored. Therefore, a clear identification of the role of chloride addition on the optoelectronic properties of PSCs with different architectures needs to be explored.

In this work, we synthesized mixed MAPbI$_3$ thin films with varying chloride additions and characterized their structural and optical properties to better understand how the Cl$^-$/I$^-$ ratio affects the interfacial charge carrier dynamics in PSC devices. The novelty of this work is that we have characterized the kinetics of carrier injection in mixed MAPbI$_3$ solar cells with both planar and mesoporous architectures. We compare different mixed-halide MAPb$_{1-x}$Cl$_x$I$_3$ solar cells fabricated under identical conditions that differ only in the ETL layer, therefore decouple the composition impact from device performance. The presented results clearly demonstrate that Cl$^-$ addition leads to improvement of cell efficiencies. However, the mechanism behind these improvements is dramatically different in planar and mesoscopic architectures. In the following we detail related results and discuss the observed differences. This understanding could be useful for the development of future mixed-halide perovskite optoelectronic devices.

**Experimental results**

All reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received without further purification. Four samples with MACI : MAI = 0 : 1 (0 MACI), 0.5 : 1 (0.5 MACI), 1 : 1 (1 MACI), and 2 : 1 (2 MACI) were synthesized and deposited on planar or mesoporous TiO$_2$ coated FTO substrates using the method described by Zhao et al. earlier.$^{14}$ The detailed experimental procedures are included in the ESI.$^\dagger$ These architectures are illustrated in Scheme 1.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed to characterize the crystal structure of the perovskite films and the diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. 1. To determine the average grain size of each sample Rietveld analysis was performed and the results are reported in Table 1. It is found that for the planar architecture, as the MACI : MAI precursor ratio increased from 0 MACI to 2 MACI, the grain size of the resulting perovskite film increases from 28 to 46 nm, respectively. This is not the case for the mesoporous architectures. The 0 MACI and 2 MACI samples show the largest grain size of 36 nm and the 0.5 MACI and 1 MACI have grain sizes of 22 and 27 nm, respectively. Enhanced views and complete indexing of the peaks for the 0 MACI and 0.5 MACI perovskites on both architectures are shown in Fig. S1.$^\dagger$ Both planar samples show a pure perovskite structure with some FTO peaks from the substrate. The 0 MACI mesoporous sample shows peaks for perovskite, PbI$_2$ (2θ = 12.7°), and TiO$_2$ (2θ = 25.5°). By adding 0.5 MACI, the PbI$_2$ peak disappears and a pure perovskite pattern is observed.

Based on the Rietveld analysis, additional MACI in the planar architectures facilitates the growth of larger perovskite grains, but not so in mesoporous architectures. It has been reported that an increase in the grain size leads to an increase in the charge carrier diffusion length, which can be as large as hundreds of microns to millimeters for perovskite single crystals.$^{15}$ Grain boundaries could act as nonradiative recombination centers, which can be detrimental to device efficiencies.$^{15}$ Therefore by growing larger grains with increasing additions of MACI, the number of grain boundaries is reduced and this could be one reason for the large increase in PCE in planar devices, see Table 1. However, in mesoporous samples, the addition of MACI leads to mainly smaller grains. Although the grain size for these mesoporous samples decreased, device efficiencies marginally increased with increasing the ratio of MACI. Therefore, it is now evident that the increase in grain size is not the only contributing factor for the increase in device efficiency.

In Fig. 1, we find a relative increase of the (110) and (220) diffraction peak intensities with increasing MACI. Since no other peaks increase significantly in intensity with the addition of MACI, we attribute the relative increase of the (110) and (220) peaks to preferential growth of these lattice plains. By comparing XRD intensities between the two architectures, we find that the ratio of the (110) to (200) peak for the planar samples is larger (13 : 1) than that of the peak intensity ratio of the mesoporous sample (5.6 : 1). This indicates that the
Fig. 1  XRD of the perovskite films with 0 MACl (black), 0.5 MACl (red), 1 MACl (green), and 2 MACl (blue) precursor ratios coated on (A) planar and (B) mesoporous titania. The (110) and (220) peaks are labeled here and all peaks are further indexed in Fig. S1.†

Table 1  Grain size, PL wavelength (\(\lambda_{\text{PL}}\)), PL FWHM, PL decay lifetimes (\(\tau_{\text{PL}}\)), PL rate constants (\(k_{\text{PL}}\)), injection rate constants (\(k_{\text{inj}}\)), injection efficiencies (\(\phi_{\text{inj}}\)), and PCEs (\(\eta_f\)) of perovskite films on planar or mesoporous TiO\(_2\) coated FTO substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Grain size (nm)</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{PL}}) (nm)</th>
<th>FWHM (nm)</th>
<th>(\tau_{\text{PL}}) (±0.19 ns)</th>
<th>(k_{\text{PL}}) (s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(k_{\text{inj}}) (s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(\phi_{\text{inj}}) (%)</th>
<th>(\eta_f) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>0 MACl</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>3.7 \times 10^8</td>
<td>2.1 \times 10^8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5 MACl</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>4.4 \times 10^8</td>
<td>2.7 \times 10^8</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 MACl</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>5.6 \times 10^8</td>
<td>4.0 \times 10^8</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>10.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 MACl</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.0 \times 10^8</td>
<td>8.5 \times 10^8</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>10.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesoporous</td>
<td>0 MACl</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>7.1 \times 10^8</td>
<td>5.5 \times 10^8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5 MACl</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>9.5 \times 10^8</td>
<td>7.9 \times 10^8</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>9.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 MACl</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>9.3 \times 10^8</td>
<td>7.7 \times 10^8</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>9.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 MACl</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>8.5 \times 10^8</td>
<td>6.8 \times 10^8</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>10.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a  From ref. 14.
preferential growth of the (110) plane is greater for planar samples, which agrees well with the previous report. This tendency may further explain why there is such a dramatically improved increase in the PCE with increasing addition of MACl for planar devices, compared to the mesoporous samples.

The absorption spectra in Fig. 2 show that the planar samples have a defined band edge peak while the absorption onset of the mesoporous ones appear as a broad shoulder. The measured PL maxima are reported in Table 1. In the planar samples, the PL maximum red-shifts from 775 to 784 nm as the ratio of MACl increases. On the other hand, the mesoporous samples show similar PL wavelengths of ~765 nm for the 0 MACl and 2 MACl samples, which are longer than the 0.5 MACl and 1 MACl PL wavelengths at 754 and 757 nm, respectively. Like the absorption, the emission of planar perovskite films is narrower (FWHM) compared to the mesoporous ones (Table 1). These narrower PL and absorption features indicate that the planar samples exhibit a more uniform film composition compared to the mesoporous samples.

Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements (TRPL) were performed to study the effect of the addition of MACl in the precursor solution and the support architecture on the optical properties of the perovskite films. TRPL spectra of perovskite with planar (A–D) and mesoporous (E–H) architectures are shown in Fig. 3. TRPL decay kinetics were obtained by measuring the relaxation dynamics at the wavelength of greatest PL intensity and are shown in Fig. 4 and the lifetimes obtained from fitting the curves with a single exponential decay equation have been summarized in Table 1. It is found that the radiative carrier lifetimes of the planar architectures decreased as the chloride content increased. On the other hand, the mesoporous samples showed no obvious trend between the
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**Fig. 2** Ground state UV-visible absorption (solid) and steady state PL (dotted) spectra of 0 MACl (black), 0.5 MACl (red), 1 MACl (green), and 2 MACl (blue) in (A) planar and (B) mesoporous architecture.

**Fig. 3** TRPL spectra of perovskite films with various ratios of MACl precursor (noted in figure) on (A–D) planar and (E–H) mesoporous TiO2 excited using 480 nm light.
samples other than that all samples with MACl showed a slightly faster decay compared to the sample without MACl.

Recent studies have shown that the presence of PbI₂ in perovskite films can affect the charge carrier dynamics.\(^\text{32-37}\) Looking at the XRD patterns in Fig. 1, there is no PbI₂ present in any of the films prepared using MACl and therefore all observed kinetics are assumed to be largely due to the intrinsic properties of the perovskite/titania/FTO interfaces. The planar architectures studied in this work show a PL lifetime of 2.68 ns for 0 MACl and this lifetime is progressively shortened to 0.98 ns for 0.5, 1, and 2 equivalents of MACl. This decrease in PL lifetime together with the measured increase in PCE indicates that the carrier lifetimes and mobilities.

In the planar architecture, chloride addition not only increases the grain size but also leads to a (110)-oriented perovskite film. It is known that larger grain size is beneficial to the carrier lifetimes and mobilities.\(^\text{38}\) Recent theoretical reports also found that the (110) face is the one that leads to the best interaction between the perovskite and the TiO₂ electron acceptor layer.\(^\text{25}\) Furthermore, we have recently shown that the electron diffusion length along the (110) crystallographic plane is on the order of 10 \(\mu\)m which further demonstrates the benefits of the addition of MACl.\(^\text{18}\) On the other hand, pervious literature showed that interfacial electron transfer from pristine MAPbI₃ to planar TiO₂ is rather slow (>100 ns), which may relate to the limited surface area of the planar TiO₂ and small Gibbs free energy difference between the perovskite and TiO₂ conduction band edges.\(^\text{33,34}\) The TRPL results above show that interfacial charge injection rate is enhanced by chloride addition in the planar architecture, plausibly owing to the better interfacial contact between the perovskite and TiO₂.

Discussion

Based on the results above, we attempt to identify the link between the role of chloride addition, perovskite morphology and the device performance. The key points learnt from the measurements above are as follows: (i) chloride addition leads to larger grain size in the planar architecture, while it has no significant effect on grain size in the mesoporous architecture. (ii) Chloride addition is beneficial to the growing of (110)-oriented perovskite films on both planar and mesoporous architectures, but the effect is more pronounced in the planar structure. (iii) Electron injection rates from the perovskite layers into planar TiO₂ layers become significantly faster with chloride addition, but electron injection rates into the mesoporous TiO₂ scaffold have only a weak dependence on chloride addition to the perovskite. In the discussion below, we consider the impact of chloride addition to perovskite on the charge dynamics in planar and mesoporous architectures.
the improvement of grain size and interfacial coupling in planar perovskites explain the nearly 30% increase in $\phi_{\text{inj}}$ with the addition of MACl.

In the mesoporous architecture, the grain size and interfacial charge injection rate are independent of chloride addition. The former is likely due to the pore filling of mesoporous TiO$_2$ scaffold. The latter can be explained by the band alignment in perovskite/mesopores TiO$_2$ heterojunction. Recent depth-resolved XPS measurement show that the perovskite/ mesopores TiO$_2$ has a graded electronic band structure near the interface. Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) measurements suggest that the mesoporous perovskite films had a fixed p-n junction located at the perovskite/mesopores TiO$_2$ interface regardless of the variation in perovskite composition. Therefore, chloride addition has a different role in PCE enhancement of mesoporous perovskite solar cells. Taking into account all results above, the most plausible role is related to the interfacial charge recombination between TiO$_2$ and the perovskite layers. Recently, photoinduced transient photovoltage measurements show that there is a slow interfacial charge recombination pathway (on $\mu$s time scale) in both planar and mesoporous TiO$_2$ PSCs. And this component in mesoporous TiO$_2$ has a graded electronic band structure near the interface.

In summary, we have investigated the effect of chloride addition on the morphology and interfacial charge transfer dynamics of MAPbI$_3$ perovskite thin films with both planar and mesoporous TiO$_2$ architectures. The XRD and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy measurements demonstrate that the grain size and interfacial charge injection rates are improved by chloride addition in the planar architecture. This explains the optimized solar cell performance. However, in mesoporous structures, both the grain size and interfacial charge injection rate are found to be independent of chloride addition, suggesting a retarded interfacial charge recombination between perovskite and TiO$_2$ leads to the measured enhancement in PCE.

Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated the effect of chloride addition on the morphology and interfacial charge transfer dynamics of MAPbI$_3$ perovskite thin films with both planar and mesoporous TiO$_2$ architectures. The XRD and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy measurements demonstrate that the grain size and interfacial charge injection rates are improved by chloride addition in the planar architecture. This explains the optimized solar cell performance. However, in mesoporous structures, both the grain size and interfacial charge injection rate are found to be independent of chloride addition, suggesting a retarded interfacial charge recombination between perovskite and TiO$_2$ leads to the measured enhancement in PCE.
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